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LITAVO                          PG 24
Universal use 

LIVIA                          PG 25 
Light and space-saving

READING & DINING TABLES
Collection
The handy bedside reading and dining tables offer you extra help at close 
range. They can be used next to both the bed and the relax chair.

BEDSIDE TABLES
Collection

ILANA                          PG 06 
Safe and durable 

FORMA                          PG 10 
Refined elegance

QUADRA                        PG 14
The all-round bedside table 

ATLAS                                     PG 18 
Stylish and timeless

BASSO                          PG 22
Sleek and designful 

COSI                          PG 23 
Out-and-out homely

The Haelvoet bedside table collection is highly versatile, functional and easy 
to integrate in your living or hospital environment. 
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Versatile and functional
Residents or patients need a place next to their bed to store personal items, such as 
glasses or a mobile phone. The Haelvoet bedside table collection is highly versatile, 
functional and easy to integrate in your nursing environment.

MOBILE AND STABLE

Movable and manoeuvrable. All bedside 
tables can be equipped with castors and 
brakes upon request. Thanks to this, 
the bedside tables can be easily put 
everywhere: next to the bed or the relax 
chair.

FLEXIBLE

You can choose from several possibilities 
to finish each bedside table type.
Thanks to this, you can offer the most 
suitable and practical solution to both the 
resident/patient and nursing staff.

As for one-sided bedside tables, you 
decide beforehand on which side of the 
bed they have to be put. Two-sided 
bedside tables can be put on both the 
left and right side of the bed. 

The optional Click ‘n’ Turn system (*) 
offers you maximum freedom. Thanks to 
this easy click system, the dinner tray can 
be removed and installed without needing 
any tools. This system is only available on 
high Haelvoet bedside tables.

REFRIGERATOR

The built-in Dometic refrigerator (*) silently cools your drinks 
and foods. The refrigerator door is equipped with a visually 
recognizable handle and has the same colour as the bedside 
table. The opening direction of the door can also be changed 
afterwards. 

The refrigerator has an ample capacity of 34 litres, and is 
ideal for storing both medicines and large bottles.

DESIGN AND FINISHING POSSIBILITIES

The Haelvoet bedside table collection is particularly extensive, 
ranging from fully functional and innovative to very low 
upholstered models focusing on homeliness. 

The bed and the bedside table seamlessly fit in your 
institution.

SOFT CLOSE

The Soft Close (*) mechanism – both for drawers and doors – 
is optionally available as well. With this system, drawers and 
doors are closed soft and silently.
Basso and Cosi bedside tables are standard equipped with this 
system.

(*) optionally available for 
certain models

A 5th castor is provided for the dining 
table to create additional stability.

4 design castors
Ø 65 mm

4 design castors
Ø 65 mm with 
brake (*)

The electrical conductivity data in 
accordance with standards DIN 
EN 12527-12533 (with regard to 
antistatic castors) are available 
upon request.

The back of the bedside 
table with refrigerator 
has safe openings for 
ventilation. 

Click ‘n’ Turn system:
The Livia dinner tray is removable and can 

be easily attached to the other side
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Ilana one-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment, and drawer 

accessible from one side

The Ilana collection never disappoints you. The body is made of solid laminate, which gives the 
bedside table a sleek and timeless look. In their turn, the aluminium corner profiles contribute to a 
solid and very firm bedside table. The many finishing possibilities and options make sure that the 
Ilana is indispensable in your institution. This piece of furniture complies also with all the hygienic 
nursing requirements and can be cleaned and disinfected perfectly.

ILANA 
Safe and durable

Ilana double-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment, and drawer 

accessible from both sides

Ilana with refrigerator
refrigerator, open compartment, and drawer 

accessible from one side

Ilana with high drawer, one-sided
high drawer, open compartment, and drawer 

accessible from one side

Ilana with high drawer, double-sided
high drawer, open compartment, and drawer 

accessible from both sides

Ilana XLow
open compartment and drawer accessible 

from one side

(*) the presented models can be equipped with options

HANDLES

Two types of designful handles 
are available for these bedside 
tables. 

Open handle

Closed handle
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ILANA

one-sided double-sided refrigerator high drawer 
one-sided

high drawer 
double-sided XLow

 Dim. in cm ( w x d x h ) 51 x 42,5 x 86 h 50 x 42,5 x 85 h 51 x 47 x 86 h 51 x 42,5 x 86 h 51 x 42,5 x 86 h 50,5 x 42 x 45 h

OPTIONS

4 castors Ø 65 mm with brake

4 bumpers

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray

Bottle holder

Soft Close on door

Soft Close on drawer

Open compartment used for 2nd drawer

Double-sided drawer

Cylinder lock on drawer or on door 

Electronic lock on door

Electronic lock on drawer 

USB charger (A/C) and 2 sockets

Tower holder (1 or 2)

Cases for accessories

Gallery

Removable tray for the tabletop

Overview and options

 : Option  : Not possible : Standard

Livia dinner tray Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray

Bottle holder

Electronic lock

Cylinder lock

4 braked castors

Cases for accessories

Bumpers

USB (A/C) and sockets

Gallery Removable tray

2nd drawer Double-sided drawer

Towel holder

10955 10954 02476 12858 10969 13661
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Forma one-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from one side

The Forma bedside table collection is characterised by its sleek elegance and interesting price 
setting. An ideal combination of a metal frame finished with an epoxy-coating and a strong 
solid laminate front and tabletop. This piece of furniture complies with all the hygienic nursing 
requirements and can be cleaned and disinfected perfectly.

FORMA
Refined elegance

Forma double-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from both sides

Forma with high drawer, one-sided
high drawer, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from one side

Forma with high drawer, double-sided
high drawer, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from both sides

(*) the presented models can be equipped with options

HANDLES

Two types of designful handles 
are available for these bedside 
tables. 

Open handle

Closed handle
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Overview and options

 : Option  : Not possible : Standard

FORMA

one-sided double-sided high drawer
one-sided

high drawer 
double-sided

Dim. in cm ( b x d x h ) 43 x 42,5 x 86 h 43 x 42,5 x 86 h 43 x 42,5 x 86 h 43 x 42,5 x 86 h

OPTIES

4 castors Ø 65 mm with brake

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray

Bottle holder

Solid laminate insert plate

Cylinderlock on drawer or door

Electronic lock on door

Electronic lock on drawer

Cases for accessories

Gallery

Livia dinner tray Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray Bottle holder

Electronic lockCylinder lock 

4 braked castors

Cases for accessories

Gallery

Solid laminate insert plate
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Quadra one-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from one side

The Quadra bedside table collection offers you an incredibly extensive range and is characterized 
by a contemporary sleek design. The practical high model provides you with many possibilities and 
options to increase the user comfort, whereas the low model is the perfect match for XLow beds.     
Do you prefer a neutral look? Then this bedside table collection can also be finished with a unicolour 
that matches with your hospital bed.

QUADRA 
De all-round bedside table

Quadra double-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from both sides

Quadra with refrigerator
refrigerator, open compartment and drawer accessible 

from one side

Quadra with high drawer
high drawer, open compartment and drawer

Quadra low
storage cabinet and drawer accessible from one side

Quadra XLow
two drawers accessible from one side 

Quadra with refrigerator and door
refrigerator and door, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from one side

(*) the presented models can be equipped with options

TABLETOP

The tabletop of Quadra bedside 
tables can be finished with right or 
rounded corners.

HANDLES

Two types of designful 
handles are available for 
these bedside tables. 

Right corners Rounded corners
Open handle Closed handle
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Overview and options

QUADRA

one-sided double sided refrigerator
refrigerator + high drawer 

one-sided low XLow
drawer

Dim. in cm ( w x d x h ) 48,5 x 47 x 83 h 48,5 x 47 x 83 h 48,5 x 48 x 88 h 52,5 x 50,5 x 88 h 48,5 x 47 x 83 h 42,5 x 43 x 63 h 48 x 47 x 46 h

OPTIONS

4 hidden castors Ø 50 mm

4 castors Ø 65 mm

4 castors Ø 65 mm with brake

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray

Bottle holder

Pull-out tray under the tabletop (*)

Pull-out tray under the drawer (*)

Open compartment used for 2nd drawer

Soft Close on door

Soft Close on drawer

Insert tray for drawer (**)

Cylinder lock on drawer or door (***)

USB charger (A/C) and 2 sockets

Cases for accessories

Gallery

Hinges 270° (instead of 175°)

 : Option  : Not possible : Standard

(*) not possible with 2nd drawer
(**) not possible with cylinder lock on drawer
(***) cylinder lock on the door not possible with refrigerator (10490), but possible for a refrigerator with door (13808)

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray Bottle holder

Insert tray for drawer

4 castors 4 braked castors

USB (A/C) & Sockets

4 hidden castors

Soft Close 

Pull-out tray

Cylinder lock

2nd drawer

Gallery Hinges 270°Cases for accessoires
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Atlas one-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from one side

The Atlas bedside table collection is a classic that comes up to everyone’s expectations. All needs 
and tastes are catered for with this range. Thanks to the rounded posts and bent tabletop (*) this 
collection has a homely and harmonious look. Do you prefer a neutral look? Then this bedside table 
collection can also be finished with a unicolour that matches with your hospital bed.

ATLAS
Stylish and timeless

Atlas double-sided
storage cabinet, open compartment and drawer 

accessible from both sides

Atlas with refrigerator
refrigerator, open compartment and drawer accessible 

from one side

Atlas high drawer
High drawer, open compartment and drawer

accessible from one side

Atlas low
Storage cabinet and drawer accessible from one side

(*) the presented models can be equipped with options

HANDLES

Two types of designful 
handles are available for 
these bedside tables. 

Open handle Closed handle

Atlas with refrigerator + door
refrigerator + door, open compartment and 

drawer accessible from one side

Atlas XLow
two drawers accessible from one side
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Overview and options

 : Option  : Not possible : Standard

(*) not possible with 2nd drawer
(**) not possible with cylinder lock on drawer
(***) cylinder lock on door not possible with refrigerator (06261, 07170), but possible for a refrigerator with door (18989, 18990)

ATLAS

ATLAS CARE

ATLAS HOSPITAL (corner posts with Alu-look)

one-sided double-sided refrigerator
refrigerator high drawer 

one-sided low XLow
+ door

Dim. in cm ( w x d x h ) 49,5 x 49,5 x 83 h 49,5 x 49,5 x 83 h 49,5 x 49,5 x 88 h 53,8 x 54,3 x 88 h 49,5 x 49,5 x 83 h 44 x 44 x 63 h 49,5 x 49,5 x 46 h

OPTIONS

4 hidden castors Ø 50 mm

4 castors Ø 65 mm

4 castors Ø 65 mm with brake

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray

Bottle holder

Pull-out tray under the tabletop (*)

Pull-out tray under the drawer (*)

Open compartment used for 2nd drawer

Soft Close door

Soft Close drawer

Insert tray for drawer (**)

Cylinder lock on drawer or door (***)

USB charger (A/C) and 2 sockets

Cases for accessories

Gallery

Livia dinner tray

Click ‘n’ Turn dinner tray Bottle holder

Insert tray for drawer

4 castors 4 braked castors

USB (A/C) & Sockets

4 hidden castors

Soft Close 

Pull-out tray

Cylinder lock

2nd drawer

Cases for accessories Gallery
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Cosi with 2 drawers

The Cosi bedside table is soft and cosy, thanks to the fully upholstered body and drawers. This 
bedside table matches perfectly with the upholstered Haelvoet beds. This Cosi is also available with a 
wooden tabletop that can be cleaned easily.

COSI
Out-and-out homely

Basso with drawer

Thanks to its drawer that is easily accessible from a bed, the Basso bedside table matches perfectly with 
the Lago Care beds. This bedside table can be fully personalised with an upholstered drawer and ample 
wood look possibilities.

BASSO
Sleek and designful

BASSO

11900

Dim. in cm ( w x d x h ) 48 x 45 x 45,5 h

OPTIONS

Closed bottom 

Upholstered drawer 

Drawer with handle 

Drawer with handle and cylinder lock 

Upholstered drawer with handle 

Cases for accessories 

COSI

16800

Dim. in cm ( w x d x h ) 44 x 44 x 54 h

OPTIONS

Hidden castors 

Drawer front in wood look 

Drawer front in wood look with handle 

Drawer front in wood look with handle and 
cylinder lock



Tabletop in wood look 

 : Option

Overview and options Overview and options

Upholstered drawerClosed bottom

Drawer with cylinder lockDrawer with handle

TabletopHidden castors

 : Option
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MAX
15 Kg

Livia reading table 

The Livia reading and dining table on a base is strong and flexible. The synthetic tabletop is equipped with 
an upright edge and is continuously height-adjustable. It can be stored completely. 

LIVIA
Light and space-saving

The ideal aid while reading or eating a meal, both in bed and chair. The tabletop can be adjusted 
continuously and is equipped with a tiltable part that can be used to read on. The fixed part is 
perfectly suitable to put a cup of coffee on, to name just one example.

LITAVO
Universal use

SAFE AND STABLE

The Litavo reading table does not 
create a risk of getting stuck when 
lifting the bed.

The middle part of the tray can 
carry a load of maximum 15 kg.

LITAVO LIVIA

09221 09221 09221 09221 04202

1-piece
symmetrical 2-piece left 2-piece right 2-piece

symmetrical

Dim. in cm ( l x w ) 89 x 43

69 - 98 h

89 x 43

69 - 98 h

89 x 43

69 - 98 h

89 x 43

69 - 98 h

70 x 40 

82 - 115 hHeight adjustment in cm

OPTIONS

XL base (+12 cm in length), 

base spacing  = 80 cm
    

Stainless steel protection on the base     

2 suspension hooks on the column     

Gallery holder on the fixed part     

Extra reading support on the long part     

Extra reading support on the short part     

 : Option  : Not possible

Overview and options

Gallery holderStainless steel 2 suspension hooksXL base

Extra reading support 

perfectly matching with 
a relax chair or bed

height-adjustable 

the tabletop is available 
in different models and 

colours
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blanc megève
code B070

écru 
code E021

cèdre bleu  
code C118

vert de gris 
code V106

beige nature 
code B116

bleu oslo 
code B048

gris paloma 
code 149

gris acier
code G076

hêtre de provence 
code H027

érable nordique  
code E028

chêne lavé 
code C103

noisetier naturel
code N056

frêne monreale 
code F061

merisier ambré 
code M091

noisetier brun 
code N057

chêne wengé
code C047

chêne des marais 
code C132

érable wengé  
code E025
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FINISHING & QUALITY

All Polyrey laminates and solid 
laminates have a standard 
Sanitized®-treatment. Sanitized is 
the worldwide leader in antimicrobial 
hygiene protection.

Cooperation between Haelvoet and 
Polyrey, our preferred supplier of 
melamine, solid laminate and HPL.

Both the bed boards and the bedside table are available in this colour collection. For each Haelvoet 
bed type we have designed the most suitable bedside table.

Solutions meeting the specific 
requirements of your nursing 
environment are possible upon 
request.
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The Atlas bedside table 
is also available in a 
neutral hospital look
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